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Beginning of March News at   

 
 Joe from our Individual Living program (lower right in the photo) 

traveled to Mayo Performing Arts Center in Morristown to watch the Price is 

Right Show on stage.  Not only is this Joe’s favorite TV show, but he was able to 

engage in the performance when host Mark Walberg prompted the audience to 

respond to questions.  He was in shock when staff Khyla and Joe first got to their 

seats and Joe could see some of the games he loves up on the stage. This was a 

very successful community outing for Joe and his staff Khyla. 

 

 The SCARC Foundation Honors Dinner event will be held on Wednesday March 30 beginning at 6pm at 

Perona Farms restaurant in Andover.  The annual event highlights supporters and long term committed 

family members who love the SCARC Family of Services.  This year’s honorees include the Cable Family 

(founders and owners of Thorlabs in Newton), Baron Financial Group (SCARC investment company), and 

Marilyn Olsen for our Lifetime Achievement Award honoree.  Accompanying the event will be our 

notable online auction, the link is:  www.biddingforgood.com/scarcfoundation.  Please support event in 

any way you can.  We will have an advertising journal, so adds can be purchased by contacting our 

Foundation office at chemmer@scarc.org.   

 

 At our Day Habilitation Horticulture Activity with Ann from 

the Haggerty Education Center at the Frelinghuysen 

Arboretum in Morristown, we learned about the myth of a 

pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.  We planted “Pot of 

Gold Flowers”, and made St. Patrick’s Day Cards. Ann taught 

us about the heartiness of these flowers and how they will 

expand and grow.  In the photos, Teresa, Andrew and 

Richard and their pots of gold. 

 

 We mourn the loss to SCARC of two long-time friends of 

ours, George Sella and Susan Romano.  Both George and 

Susan have been involved in the SCARC Family of Services for 

many decades.  Both gave of their resources to improve the 

lives of children and adults served by SCARC.  We will miss 

them immensely.  Susan was a member of our SCARC 

Foundation board of trustees, and George was a generous 

donor to our family support and respite programs. 

 

 Lexie and Ryan joined their fellow coffee club Explorers in a visit to Ethan 

and the Bean coffee shop in Little Falls NJ which is a shop with a mission 

to support the employment of persons with disabilities.  It was good to 

enjoy the coffee and to learn about the coffee shop and its community 

employment mission.  
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